Simple genomes, complex interactions: Epistasis in RNA virus
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Epistasis occurs when the phenotypic effect of a mutation is conditional to the presence of other mutations in the genome. Despite their structural simplicity and reduced size, the genomes of RNA viruses show complex patterns of epistatic interactions between and within genes. The existence of such complex patterns has profound implications in the evolutionary dynamics of these pathogens. Here we review evidences for epistasis on RNA viruses gathered from experiments and from computational studies. We also provide a description of some theoretical tools that can be used to investigate the dynamics and evolution of RNA viruses. Finally, we analyze an in silico bit-string stochastic model of virus replication exploring the effect of replication mode and epistasis on the load of deleterious mutations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Back in the late 1970s, Domingo and co-workers1,2 pioneered the studies of the genetic composition and dynamics of genetic variability in RNA virus populations. The theoretical framework they used for understanding their results was Eigen’s quasispecies theory.3 Since then, quasispecies theory has become the dominant theoretical framework for explaining virus evolution. Concepts such as master sequence, mutant cloud, sequence space, error threshold and catastrophe, lethal mutagenesis, quasispecies effect, or quasispecies memory have been drawn from Eigen’s theory and are now of common use among virologists. Despite this extensive application, the quasispecies theory was initially developed in the framework of prebiotic evolution, providing models for the earlier evolution of biological information.3 The standard quasispecies models consider large, perfectly mixed, noninteracting populations of error-prone replicator molecules. Roughly, quasispecies are clouds of genotypes that appear in a population at mutation-selection balance. It has also served as starting point for new mathematical developments.4 For developing his theory, Eigen made a number of biologically unrealistic assumptions that have been pointed and criticized by evolutionary geneticists.5,6 namely, constant environments, large and constant population sizes, all mutations having the same fitness effects, and no interactions between mutations. Therefore, it is important to distinguish between theoretical quasispecies and real viral populations.

During the recent years, one of Eigen’s assumptions has received special attention from experimentalists: the independence among sites in viral RNA genomes. Highly compacted genomes, with many examples of multifunctional proteins or overlapping genes, are expected to show strong epistases. Epistatic interactions are important in evolutionary genetics almost whenever multilocus genetics matters and plays a central role in the evolution of genetic systems such as sex and recombination, ploidy, genomic segmentation and modularity, genetic incompatibility and speciation, mechanisms of mutational robustness, the accumulation of deleterious mutations through genetic drift, and the rate of adaptive
Evolution (reviewed in Ref. 7). Epistasis occurs when the phenotypic effects of a mutation change depending on the presence or absence of other mutations in the genome. Hereafter, we will focus on the role of epistasis in determining the most important phenotypic trait: fitness. Under the multiplicative model, mutations act independently and the total fitness of a genotype equals the product of the fitness effects of mutations on different loci. For deleterious mutations, independent effects can be expressed as a linear decline of log fitness as the number of mutations increases [Fig. 1(a)]. When mutations do not act independently, the fitness effect of a mutation changes depending on the presence of other mutations in the genome. Epistasis changes the shape of the log-fitness function. Synergistic (negative) epistasis results if deleterious mutations are more harmful together than would be expected from their separate effects and produces accelerated fitness losses with increasing mutational load. However, if log fitness declines slower than predicted by the multiplicative model, then we talk about antagonistic (positive) epistasis (see Fig. 1).

A theoretical approach to the problem of how populations evolve under epistatic interactions requires a number of assumptions. Epistasis represents one of the most relevant problems in understanding the nature and consequences of complex interactions within biological complex systems. The impact of different genes in affecting the fitness of others, but in general in modifying their behavior, has been at the center of early research in genomic networks\textsuperscript{10,11} as well as in recent in silico studies seeking to understand the evolution of genomic complexity and mutational robustness.\textsuperscript{12,13} Epistasis represents a problem of high dimensionality. For a genome $\nu$ nucleotides long, the total number of possible interactions is $2^{\nu} - \nu - 1$, which for viral genomes of several thousand nucleotides tends to infinity. A good first approximation, empirically convenient, is to focus only on the $\nu(\nu - 1)/2$ possible pairwise interactions. Obviously, variance must exist in the sign and strength of epistasis within a genome (i.e., each particular pair of mutations interacts on a different way), but what we are interested in this review is whether the architecture of viral genomes favors a particular type of epistasis over the others.

In this article, we will review current experimental evidences exploring the existence of epistasis in RNA genomes. We will also present some useful tools for the theoretical and computational analyses of RNA virus dynamics and evolution. Then we will move to the analysis of an in silico model which simulates RNA virus replication. With this model we will analyze different modes of replication, paying special attention to the interplay between epistasis and replication strategy on the accumulation of mutant genomes and population fitness and robustness.

II. THE EXISTENCE OF EPISTASIS IN RNA VIRUS GENOMES

A. Preliminary indirect observations

A pervasive observation has been that after treatment with antiviral drugs, pre-existing mutants able of successfully replicating in the presence of the drug rise in frequency and get fixed in the population. When these escape mutants are characterized, they usually contain several mutations. Indeed, studies with human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) showed that mutations conferring resistance to protease inhibitors appeared sequentially and in a defined order.\textsuperscript{14–16} Moreover, the analyses of such combinations showed that the first mutation(s) fixed confer(s) the resistance phenotype whereas mutations fixed later are usually compensating for possible side effects of the resistance mutations.\textsuperscript{17} When recreated in the absence of the resistance mutation, the fitness effect of the compensatory ones was usually deleterious. This context-dependent effect is a fundamental characteristic of epistasis. However, since compensatory mutations imply a particular type of epistatic interaction whose effect is observed after the action of selection, they provide limited information to our question of whether the architecture of RNA genomes favors a particular type of epistasis.

Another source of evidence supporting the existence of epistasis among loci in RNA genomes comes from the widespread evidence of genetic convergence in experimental evolution studies. Whenever independent lineages were evolved in the same constant environment, the resulting populations tended to fix similar sets of mutations.\textsuperscript{18–21} These observations suggest that selection may not act upon single nucleotide changes but on covariation groups. The effect of each mutation in the group is beneficial only in the genetic context...
of the other mutations. By themselves, their effects may not necessarily be beneficial. As it happened with compensatory mutations, the existence of covariation groups selected during adaptation is not informing about overall tendencies in the sign and strength of epistasis.

Phylogenomics also provides a valuable source of information about epistasis in viral genomes. For example, compensatory changes could occur in viral multifunctional proteins. If a mutation alters favorably one function but also compromises the second function, then a compensatory mutation may be required to restore overall fitness. Subsequently, that pair of mutations may increase in frequency in the population and be detected in a large sample of sequences. By contrast, synergistic epistasis among mutations generates unfit individuals and will therefore be undetectable through the analysis of gene sequence data. Shapiro et al. evaluated the likelihood of co-occurring pairs of mutations along the phylogenies of 177 RNA virus genes. These analyses revealed widespread evidence for antagonistic epistatic interactions both at synonymous and nonsynonymous sites and for both clonal and recombining viruses.

**B. First direct tests: Mutation-accumulation experiments**

The first systematic exploration of epistasis in RNA viruses was performed by Elena. This author analyzed the changes in log fitness associated with the accumulation of deleterious mutations during bottleneck transmissions of *foot-and-mouth disease virus* (FMDV) and the associated molecular changes. The analyses concluded that the decline in log fitness was compatible with a multiplicative model [Fig. 1(a)]. Similar type of data can be found in the extensive literature on the design of live attenuated viruses for vaccination. Rational vaccine design depends upon the measurement of individual and combined effects of deleterious mutations and, therefore, these data are well-suited for seeking epistasis. Burch et al. undertook the task of analyzing this literature and gathered information from 29 studies using 14 different RNA viruses. They found no consistent tendency toward a particular form of epistasis. However, the statistical power associated with the small sample sizes of these two studies does not allow detecting weak epistasis.

A mutation-accumulation (MA) approach was also used by Burch and Chao to study epistasis in the bacteriophage φ6. Assessing the average sign of epistasis from MA data requires determining the average fitness effect for a set of starting genotypes that already differ in fitness. Burch and Chao started their study using a collection of genotypes that differed in an unknown number of loci resulting in measurable differences in fitness. These lineages were used in a MA experiment consisting of a single bottleneck transfer. After this additional transfer, the fitness of a large number of clones was determined per each genotype. Given the high mutation rates of RNA viruses, clones within each genotype are expected to differ in a certain number of mutations and thus in fitness. If mutations fixed during the bottleneck passage act additively on their genetic background, then the regression between the estimated average mutational effects (across clones) and the fitness of the starting genotype would have slope one. By contrast, epistasis would produce a deviation from this expectation. Burch and Chao determined that the slope of the regression was significantly greater than 1.0 and concluded that, on average, epistasis in φ6 was antagonistic.

In a recent article, de la Iglesia and Elena reported results from a MA experiment with *tobacco etch virus* (TEV). Twenty independent MA lineages were transferred through consecutive bottlenecks of size one performed by isolating lesions (equivalent to plaques in an agar plate) in the host *Chenopodium quinoa*. The pattern of log fitness decline with the number of bottleneck transfers was consistent with antagonistic epistasis [Fig. 1(a)]. Furthermore, a negative correlation was observed between the strength of epistasis and the severity of mutational effects: strongly deleterious mutations were involved in more antagonistic interaction whereas milder mutations were involved in weaker antagonistic or even synergistic interactions.

**C. Systematic genome-wide screenings**

All attempts to quantify epistasis on viral RNA genomes described in Secs. II A and II B relied on statistical inferences from indirect phenotypic estimates. These indirect approaches are all imperfect. For example, MA experiments suffer from at least three limitations: (i) a lack of knowledge of the number of mutations accumulated, (ii) the fact that a lack of deviations from a linear fitness decline may indicate the absence of epistasis or widespread epistasis in which antagonistic and synergistic interactions are equally common, and (iii) selection may be operating within growing plaques thus biasing the sampling against very low fitness genotypes (not to say that lethal mutations will be completely missed, although lethal mutations are irrelevant for epistasis). Phylogenomic approaches also suffer from at least a major limitation: the set of mutations observed is not random but those that have been fixed by selection. A straightforward approach to avoid these problems relies on constructing genotypes containing exactly the same mutations alone and in combination, then measuring their individual and combined fitness effects and, finally, comparing the results with predictions generated under the null hypothesis of multiplicative fitness effects.

Sanjuán et al. took for the first time this direct approach to explore the distribution of epistasis in the genome of *vesicular stomatitis virus* (VSV). These authors created a collection of pairs of single-nucleotide substitution mutants and quantified their fitness effects. Then, they randomly drew pairs of mutations from the collection and created the corresponding double mutants. The first significant observation was that variance exists in the sign and strength of epistasis, with many pairs being synergistic, others acting multiplicatively and many acting antagonistically. Despite this heterogeneity, the average epistasis value was significantly antagonistic for pairs of deleterious mutations but also for pairs of beneficial mutations. A second interesting finding was that epistases were equally like within and between genes. A third interesting result was that in a few instances, combining a pair of viable mutations created nonviable genotype, an extreme case of synergism known as *synthetic lethality*. Finally,
when two beneficial mutations were combined, the fitness of the double mutant was generally lower than for each single mutant, a situation known as decompensatory epistasis.

Using both MA data and estimates from pairs of known-effect mutations, Bonhoeffer et al. sought the epistasis in HIV-1 genome [Fig. 1(c)]. In good agreement with the VSV data, these authors reported significant variance in epistasis but with the average value being significantly antagonistic. However, in the recent years two studies have reported contradicting results for HIV-1. First, van Opriemen et al. found that pairs of mutations affecting the transcriptional promoter of HIV-1 interacted in a multiplicative way. The results of Parera et al. were closer to the latter. In this study, 114 pairs of mutations were created within the HIV-1 protease gene. The average value was multiplicative, although significant variance in the sign of epistasis was found and synergistic pairs were more frequent than antagonistic ones. It is worth mentioning that the set of 29-point mutations included in the study was not randomly chosen but all represent deleterious but viable cases. Interestingly, a large fraction (~40%) of pairs created synthetic lethals. Three possible explanations may account for the difference between these two latter studies and the first one. First, mutations in a regulatory region are expected to affect the levels of expression of multiple genes at the same time and thus they may not be a representative case of random mutations but very pleiotropic ones. Second, the sample size in the latter experiment was also rather limited (eight pairs). Third, as pointed out by Wang et al., the results of Bonhoeffer et al. may be biased because of the inability of their method to recover lethal mutations.

Sanjuán has explored the existence of epistasis among mutations in an RNA structure essential for initiation of the reverse transcription, RNA packaging, and virion formation of Rous sarcoma virus (RSV). Therefore, mutations affecting the folding may exert pleiotropic effects on several viral functions. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based mutagenesis followed by artificial selection was used to create collections of genotypes that contained from one to nine mutations in the stem-loop structure. In good agreement with VSV and first HIV-1 results, average epistasis was significantly antagonistic.

D. Epistasis in the simplest replicons: The viroids

Viroids represent a class of subviral plant pathogens whose genome is constituted by a small (246–401 nucleotides long) single-stranded circular and covalently closed RNA molecule with a high degree of self-complementation, resulting in a compact folding. Indeed, RNA folding represents, together with the symptoms induced in susceptible hosts, the only identifiable phenotype of most viroids. Based on phylogenetic studies and shared structural and phenomelogical properties, viroids are classified into two families. The Pospiviroidae replicate in the nucleus and fold into a rodlike structure of minimal free energy with five structural domains. The Avsunviroidae replicate in the chloroplast, fold into a less organized structure, and contain autocatalytic ribozymes. Phylogenetic covariations as well as in vivo cross-linking studies support the validity of the predicted secondary structures. Sanjuán et al. undertook the task of estimating computationally the average sign and strength of epistasis for the 29 known viroid species. To do so, they tested the effect of a large number of pairs of random mutations in the RNA folding. Fitness was evaluated as the difference between the minimum free energy folding obtained for the mutant viroid and that obtained for the wild-type sequence. Three major findings were reported. First, in all but one case, epistasis was predominantly antagonistic. Second, the strength of antagonistic epistasis decreased with genome complexity. Third, as it was observed in the TEV experiments described above, the intensity of epistasis was negatively correlated with the severity of mutational effects: viroid species with large average mutational effects showed stronger antagonistic epistasis whereas viroids with mild average mutational effects showed weaker antagonisms.

III. EVOLUTIONARY CONSEQUENCES OF EPISTASIS

The above review supports the view that the type of epistasis in RNA viral genomes is predominantly antagonistic. This finding has some important evolutionary consequences. The first one has to do with the rate of adaptation. In a recent study, Sanjuán et al. explored the effect of different types of epistasis in the rate of compensatory evolution in VSV. As expected, the largest fitness improvements were associated to pairs of mutations interacting synergistically. By contrast, the slowest rates were associated to antagonistic pairs. The reason for this is obvious: if mutations interact synergistically, by compensating the first mutation the gain in fitness obtained is larger than expected if mutations were additive. By contrast, if mutations interact antagonistically, by compensating the first mutation the magnitude of the fitness gain is lower than expected because the pernicious effect of the second mutation is fully expressed.

The second important evolutionary implication of antagonistic epistasis has to do with the existence of sex and recombination in some RNA virus species. According to the Fisher–Muller theory, the advantage of sex and recombination relies in combining beneficial mutations into the same genome and thus speeding up the rate of adaptation. However, antagonistic epistasis among beneficial mutations (in particular in the form of decompensatory epistasis) would not necessarily imply a benefit in terms of adaptive evolution. Therefore, antagonistic epistases impose a constraint to the rate of virus evolution. Sex may still be beneficial for RNA viruses as a mechanism to purge deleterious mutations from populations. However, according to the mutational deterministic hypothesis, an excess of synergistic interactions is required to compensate for the twofold cost of sexual reproduction compared with clonality. In this context, Azevedo et al. explored an artificial gene network model, showing that synergistic epistasis evolved as a by-product of selection for genetic robustness because of recombination, whereas antagonistic epistasis evolved under asexual reproduction. Moreover, other works combining recombination and gene-regulatory networks showed that when epistasis and reproductive strategy are allowed to coevolve, asexual reproduction outcompetes sexual reproduction. Furthermore, the
existence of variability among loci in the sign and strength of epistasis, and specially the abundance of antagonistic epistasis, decreases the parameter space over which sex may evolve. All together, this may explain why VSV has evolved as a strictly asexual organism. However, these considerations pose a serious problem for highly recombining viruses such as HIV-1, RSV, TEV, and φ6. Therefore, why RNA viruses have different forms of sex remains unexplained.

Another quite common observation is that the value of average epistasis negatively correlates with the average effect of deleterious mutations. This correlation seems to be a ubiquitous phenomenon that has also been observed in other systems of simple replicons: digital organisms, in silico RNA folding, and in silico models of bacteriophage T7 life cycle, suggesting that it may represent a general property of genetic systems. As pointed out by Wilke et al., this correlation is consistent with the hypothesis that epistasis depends on the location of the reference genotypes relative to other high-fitness genotypes. However, the existence of this correlation does not explain the overall preponderance of antagonistic epistasis although it has an important implication: it means that both parameters cannot be evolutionary optimized independently. If selection has to favor a reduction in the effect of mutations, i.e., an increase in individual robustness, then the strength of antagonistic epistasis needs to be relaxed. Therefore, dominance of antagonistic epistasis on RNA viruses thus points to a lack of mechanisms of individual robustness, an obvious conclusion given their lack of genetic and functional redundancy.

The parasitic runaway lifestyle of RNA viruses, by favoring fast replication and genomic compactation, creates antagonistic epistasis and strong sensitivity to deleterious mutations (reviewed in Ref. 42). However, individual hypersensitivity to mutations creates an unexpected outcome: mutant genomes of very low fitness are removed from the population in a very efficient way. The efficiency of natural selection to purge deleterious mutations from a population depends on the product between population size and the average effect of mutations on fitness. RNA viruses usually reach very large population sizes even within a single infected host. Therefore, the combination of large populations with strong deleterious mutational effects makes selection extremely efficient. If deleterious alleles are efficiently removed, the frequency of mutation-free genomes is high and hence the average fitness remains close to the optimal value.

Another consequence of genome compactation and parasitic lifestyle is that viruses have opted for low fidelity replication strategies. A large mutation rate creates a different selective pressure that may push populations toward regions of genotypic space where the density of neutral mutations is higher. As a consequence, both individual genomes and the whole population may gain an enhanced robustness against deleterious mutations. Notice that robustness in this case arises from a completely different mechanism (and somehow opposed) than the one described in the previous paragraph, based on individual hypersensitivity to mutations. The existence of different robustness mechanisms in RNA virus populations has been recently postulated. In addition to the population robustness just mentioned, high multiplicity of infection, sex and recombination, the use of cellular chaperons, or the election of a stamping-machine replication mode may also contribute to increase robustness.

IV. USING DIGITAL GENOMES TO MODEL VIRUS DYNAMICS

A useful mathematical and computational modeling of RNA viruses requires considering a number of simplifications involving the nature of genomes, their internal organization, and the nature of RNA viruses themselves. Typically, all these approaches sacrifice some realism to the benefit of a clear understanding of key mechanisms. In particular, the complex structure of the virus environment (its host organism) and the fact that viral particles are not just strings of nucleotides are simply neglected. Moreover, the details of the virus-host interactions and the molecular peculiarities of the viral life cycle are not taken into account. And yet, even under these simplistic assumptions, relevant properties of virus dynamics can be captured. In this section, we summarize some standard models of RNA viruses that make use of a digital genome description, their predictions, and how epistatic interactions can be taken into account.

Mathematical and computational models of RNA virus dynamics have considered several levels of dynamical complexity, mainly at the population level. These approaches make use of a diverse array of approximations, from ordinary differential equations to stochastic spatial dynamics. One of the most successful theoretical approaches to the modeling of RNA viruses is given by digital genomes. In this approach, a mapping between RNA sequence, defined as a chain of nucleotides involving a four-letter alphabet Ω, and a binary sequence is obtained,

$$\mathcal{F}: \Omega \rightarrow \{U, G, A, C\} \rightarrow \Sigma = \{0, 1\},$$

or, alternatively, to a Boolean representation where we use spins instead of bits,

$$\mathcal{F}_s: \Omega \rightarrow \{U, G, A, C\} \rightarrow \Sigma = \{1, -1\}.$$
that different parts of the system influence others in some nontrivial ways, then epistasis will be at play.

The digital genome metaphor allows us using an abstract, multidimensional representation of the potential set of states accessible to a $\nu$-bit digital genome. This hypercube $\mathcal{H}^\nu=\sum^\nu$ provides, at low dimensionality (see Fig. 2 right), intuitions concerning the behavior of strings under the action of mutation and selection. If only small mutation rates $\mu \ll 1$ are considered, transitions between sequences will take place involving only nearest neighbors in sequence space, thus differing in only one bit. In general, for a given mutation rate, two sequences $S$ and $S'$ will be obtained from each other with a given probability,

$$W_\mu(S \rightarrow S') = \mu^{d_H(S, S')(1 - \mu)^{d_H(S, S')}},$$

where $d_H(S, S')$ is the Hamming distance between the two sequences, i.e., the number of different bits, given by

$$d_H(S, S') = \sum^\nu (1 - \delta_{S_i, S'_i}),$$

where $\delta_{ij}$ is the Kronecker delta with $\delta_{ij}=1$ if $i=j$ and $\delta_{ij}=0$ if $i \neq j$. Alternatively, we can also use

$$d_H(S, S') = \frac{1}{2}(\nu - \sum^\nu S_iS'_i).$$

The meaning of $W_\mu$ is very easy to interpret in probabilistic terms: it is just the probability of having exactly $d_H$ differences between the two digital genomes. This function allows introducing the dynamics associated to mutations as transition probabilities. For the spin mapping, the transition probabilities can be rewritten as follows:

$$W_\mu(S \rightarrow S') = \exp[d_H \log \mu + (\nu - d_H)\log(1 - \mu)],$$

which gives, after some algebra,

$$W_\mu(S \rightarrow S') = \exp\left(\frac{1}{2}(\nu - \sum^\nu S_iS'_i)\log\left(\frac{\mu}{1 - \mu}\right)\right),$$

or, in a compact form,

$$W_\mu(S \rightarrow S') = \mathcal{N}\exp\left(\sum_{i=1}^\nu S_iS'_i\right),$$

where the $\beta$ term, defined as $\beta=\log(\mu/(1-\mu))/2$, can be interpreted in terms of a temperature15 and $\mathcal{N}$ is a normalization constant. Actually, the product of binary units on the sum of the last expression is very close to the energy functions associated to spin interaction in magnetic systems. As it occurs with them, phase transitions can arise in RNA virus dynamics.

Once the hypercube and the fitness function associated to each potential vertex are defined, we need to describe the dynamics. If $N(S, t)$ indicates the fraction of strings having a given sequence $S \in \Sigma^\nu$, Eigen’s formulation of the population dynamics would be described as a set of nonlinear differential equations,

$$\frac{dN(S, t)}{dt} = \sum_{S'} W_\mu(S' \rightarrow S)f(S')N(S', t) - \left(\sum_{S'} f(S')N(S', t)\right)N(S, t),$$

where $f$ is the fitness associated to each vertex of the sequence space for digital genomes. This function allows introducing the dynamics associated to mutations as transition probabilities. For the spin mapping, the transition probabilities can be rewritten as follows:
FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Transitions between different sequences in a 3D digital genome model. Once strings start replicating and mutating, the populations will spread through sequence space. At small mutation rates, the typical transition (lower blue arrows) will involve nearest neighbors in the hypercube, although transitions involving changes in more than one bit are also possible (upper arrows). (b) In the NK model, epistatic interactions among loci within the sequence introduce ruggedness in the landscape structure. Such ruggedness, controlled by the value of $K$, is visible in the presence of multiple local maxima in the fitness landscape. Depending on where a population starts, it will end up in different local peaks. Here two peaks exist, and mutations involving one-bit changes create a set of flows that reach each local optimum after a given number of adaptive walks.

The first part in the right-hand side of Eq. (1) corresponds to positive contributions to the abundance of $S$ due to transitions from other strings to the one considered here. The second term includes all the reverse events leaving the node occupied by $S$. As we can see both the explicit fitness function and the transition probabilities from each pair of sequences. In Fig. 3(a) we illustrate the information described in the previous equation using a $x=3$ system. The spheres located at each node indicate the population size and the three potential transitions from 000 to other strings differing in one, two, or three bits.

Alternatively, a discrete-time formulation is sometimes more convenient, and in this case the set of equations would be given by

$$N(S, t + 1) = \frac{\sum_{S'} W_{\mu}(S' \rightarrow S)f(S')N(S', t)}{\sum_{S'} f(S')N(S', t)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Simple fitness landscapes can be defined from our previous definitions. One of the simplest cases involves a single-peak organization. Specifically, the fitness function is described by

$$f(S) = f_0\delta_{S, S_m} + (1 - \delta_{S, S_m}),$$

with $f_0 > 0$ and $S_m$ being a given string, hereafter the master sequence, usually taken as $S_m=1$ for all $i=1, \ldots, \nu$. This landscape, known as the Swetina–Schuster fitness landscape, describes a system where one sequence has a high fitness and all others share the same lower fitness [see Fig. 2(c) left]. Despite its obvious simple nature, this model displays a very interesting phenomenon, the so-called error catastrophe: there is a critical mutation rate beyond which information and Darwinian selection cannot be preserved and random drift arises. While using this model we will consider that the population size $N=\sum N(S)$ is very large and that mutation rates are small. Using the single peak landscape as defined above, we can use the discrete dynamical equation for the quasispecies dynamics in order to obtain its equilibrium distribution. From Eq. (2) we have

$$N(S_m, t + 1) = \frac{\sum_{S'} W_{\mu}(S' \rightarrow S_m)[f_0\delta_{S', S_m} + (1 - \delta_{S', S_m})]N(S', t)}{\sum_{S'} [f_0\delta_{S', S_m} + (1 - \delta_{S', S_m})]N(S', t)} = \frac{(1 - \mu)f_0 N(S_m, t) + \sum_{S'} W_{\mu}(S' \rightarrow S_m)N(S', t)}{f_0 N(S_m, t)\sum_{S'} N(S', t)} = \frac{f_0 N(S_m, t)}{f_0 N(S_m, t) + (1 - N(S_m, t))}.$$  

The last equation has been obtained by assuming that backward mutations can be neglected. After some algebra, and using $(1 - \mu) = \exp(-\mu \nu)$, it can be shown that the stationary distribution of the master sequence [obtained when $N(S_m, t + 1) = N(S_m, t)$] is given by

$$N^*(S_m) = \frac{f_0 e^{-\mu \nu} - 1}{f_0 - 1}.$$  

This condition allows us to calculate the critical mutation rate $\mu^*$, defining the error threshold beyond which the master sequence is no longer conserved. From the critical condition $N^*(S_m)=0$, we can see that master sequences will be observed provided that $\mu \nu \leq \ln f_0$, which gives the threshold value,

$$\mu^* = \frac{\ln f_0}{\nu},$$

thus predicting that the maximum allowed mutation rate for a replicator displaying mutations scales inversely with genome length. If we increase mutation rates beyond this value, the population will no longer be able to preserve itself at the peak in this simple landscape.

The sharp peak landscape defines an extreme in a hierarchy of models introducing different levels of dependencies among genes. A different approximation deals with landscapes in a much more general way by allowing them to display a number of local maxima. The best known of these models is Kauffman’s NK model defined on a hypercube (as above). The two main parameters of the NK model are the number of loci $N$ and the average number of other loci $K$ which epistatically influence the fitness contribution of each locus. It was originally proposed as a representation of haploid genomes involving two alleles per locus with additive contributions to fitness from different loci. Once again a fitness function is introduced, $f=f(S_1, \ldots, S_N)$, and changes in the traits are assumed to occur by means of single, one-bit steps. These single-chain events are consistent with our assumption of small mutation rates. In this way, a given string obtained by inaccurate replication allows to perform a random adaptive walk from a given node toward one of its $\nu$ nearest neighbors if this leads to an increase in fitness. A direct consequence of this process is that once a local peak is reached, no further changes are allowed to occur. This is clearly different from the assumptions made above, which assume the presence of a preferred sequence around which other sequences have a lower fitness value. In the context of NK landscapes, a local peak is very simply defined: if all nearest neighbors in the hypercube are less fit, we have a
local maximum in fitness. The basic idea is illustrated in Fig. 3(b). How can we construct a system displaying a NK landscape? Kauffman suggested a simple approach using fitness tables: for each element $S_{ij}$ if it is influenced by $K$ other elements. Each element contributes in an additive way to the overall fitness. In other words, if we consider the two-locus model and assume that a given locus $i$ contributes to the global fitness associated to $S$ by an amount $f_i(S) \in [0, 1]$, the global fitness is given by the average value,

$$f(S) = \frac{1}{\nu} \sum_{i=1}^{\nu} f_i(S).$$

As $K$ grows, the ruggedness of the landscape increases, since more complex interactions are allowed to occur.

An interesting feature of the NK model is that, because of its simplicity, it allows predicting some expected patterns of evolutionary dynamics. As an example, let us consider that fitness values are random and uncorrelated, i.e., if $f(S_{ij}, \ldots, S_{in}) = \eta$ where $\eta \in [0, 1]$ is a random number with uniform distribution. This random fitness landscape has many local fitness peaks. This number $M_L$, which is very large, is given by

$$M_L(\nu) = \frac{2^\nu}{\nu + 1},$$

and implies that our digital viruses can get trapped into a very large number of optima. Note that Eq. (3) arises within the particular and simplistic context in which genotypic fitness values are independent and identical distributed. To see this, let us consider the number of neighbors of a given node and compute the probability that this node is a local maximum. The chance that it is the fittest among its $\nu$ neighbors and itself, given the random choice of values, is simply $P_1 = 1/(\nu + 1)$. Since there are $2^\nu$ possible strings, the fraction of those who are local maxima is $M_L(\nu) = 2^\nu P_1$.

The presence of epistatic interactions can be introduced in a general form by the following functional form for the sequence-dependent fitness:

$$f(S) = q(1 - s)^{\frac{d_H(S, S_m)}{d_H(\bar{S}, S)}} + 1 - q.$$  

Here the Hamming distance introduces a measure of how far we are from the master sequence having the highest replication rate. In order to illustrate the effect of varying $\xi$, let us consider the special case $s = q = 1/2$. For these parameters, the fitness function reads

$$f(S) = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \left( \frac{1}{2} \right)^{d_H(S, \bar{S})} + 1 \right].$$

If we plot this for different values of $\xi$, we can appreciate the impact of epistasis on the shape of the fitness curve. The three scenarios are present in Fig. 1(a). As we can see, the fitness decay that takes place as we move away from the master sequence is different by depending on the degree of epistasis. These involve antagonistic, null, and synergistic epistasis.

The impact of $\xi$ can be easily determined using a Taylor expansion of $f(S)$. It is easy to show that three curves having the same $q$ and $s$ values intersect at $d_H = 1$. At this point, they decay differently. Close to this point we have

$$f(d_H, \xi) = f(1, \xi) + \frac{\partial f}{\partial d_H} d_H (1 - d_H).$$

This gives a linear relation $f(d_H, \xi) = G(\xi)(1 - d_H)$ with $G(\xi) = 3(1 + 3 \xi \log(1/2))$/4. The higher the epistasis parameter $\xi$, the larger the local slope and the faster the fitness decay, whereas for $\xi < 1/2$ the opposite effect will be at work.

Following the previous formulation, it can be shown that, for large population size and small mutation rates, for $\xi = 1$ we obtain (as expected) the previous result of the error threshold under sharp peak. However, as we tune the degree of epistasis, substantial changes occur. For $q = 1$ and $\xi < 1$ the critical mutation rate is given by

$$\mu_c = \lambda \nu^{\xi - 1}.$$  

These results are only examples of the potential formalism applied to digital genomes. They have been useful mainly in the theoretical arena, although relevant results have been obtained when compared to experimental data.55,67

V. A CASE STUDY: REPLICATION MODE, EPISTASIS, AND DELETERIOUS MUTATIONS IN SILICO

In this section we aim to illustrate the use of bit-string models for exploring the effect of different parameters on virus population dynamics. We extend recent results obtained by Sardanyés et al.48 analyzing the effect of the mode of replication together with different fitness landscapes on the mutational load and robustness of positive-sense RNA viruses. Different viruses may use alternative replication strategies. For instance, the so-called linear or stamping machine replication (SMR) implies that the progeny of strands during viral replication is mainly produced using as template the antigenomic strand produced from the genomic one first entering the cell. According to this model of replication, the number of mutations in the viral genomes per infected cell follows a Poisson distribution. Such a mutant distribution was found for bacteriophage $\phi$X174.66 On the opposite side, for the geometric mode of replication (GR) every synthesized strand can be used as template for new rounds of replication, which generate mutants that continue further replication. Henceforth, the number of mutations per genome and infected cell should follow a more complex distribution known as Luria–Delbrück. For instance, the distribution of mutants for bacteriophage T2 failed to fit a Poisson distribution and thus is thought to mostly replicate according to the GR mode.57 We note that modes of replication between the SMR and GR extremes may also exist, as was shown for bacteriophage $\phi$6, whose mutant spectrum slightly differed from the Poisson distribution.68

Here we will specifically use the stochastic bit-string model developed in Ref. 48. We define a population of $N$ strings of length $\nu$. Such strings can be genomic ($S^G_n$) or antigenomic ($S^A_n$) templates with $S_n^G = (S^G_{i1}S^G_{i2} \cdots S^G_{i\nu})$ and $S_n^A \in \{0, 1\}$. The strings of each polarity represent a vertex $S^G_{i\nu}$ which belongs to the sequence space, $\mathcal{H}^\nu$ (there will exist two sequence spaces, the genomic and the antigenic ones,
coupled by mutation) [see Fig. 4(a)]. In our model, the all-1 and all-0 strings define the genomic and antigenomic master sequences, respectively. The algorithm starts inoculating the system with \( N(0) \) genomic master sequences, which can replicate and mutate. It is worth mentioning that back mutations are allowed in the bit-string approach, which can result in fitness recoveries. The fitness for a given \( k \)-string of (+) or (−) polarity is represented by its replication rate \( \Gamma^\pm \) with

\[
\Gamma^\pm = 1 - d^\pm_m \mu^c_{\pm},
\]

where \( d^\pm_m = \sum_{i=1}^{k} |S^\pm_i - S^m_i| \) is the Hamming distance between \( S^\pm_i \) and the master sequence \( S^m_i \). The parameter \( \xi \) introduces the sign and strength of epistasis [see Fig. 1(a)]. The simulation algorithm is a standard Monte Carlo method. At each time generation we apply \( N \) times the rules of replication and degradation to ensure that, on average, all strings in the population are updated once per generation. For SMR, the replication state-transition rule is as follows: when a positive-sense string replicates, it generates a negative one that undergoes further replication. However, when a negative-sense string replicates, the synthesized positive-sense string will become a replicator with probability \( \sigma \). By keeping \( \sigma = 1 \), the negative strings will be mainly used as templates while genomic templates will not participate in the production of complementary strings. On the contrary, for GR all strings will replicate proportionally to its fitness independent of their polarity [see Material and Methods in Ref. 48 and Fig. 4(b)]. In our simulations we have used \( N = 1000 \), \( N(0) = 50 \), and \( \nu = 32 \). The null model is represented by the additive landscape (\( \xi = 1 \)). To explore the effect of epistasis, we analyzed three cases of antagonistic epistatic landscapes of increasing concavity (\( \xi = 0.25 \), \( \xi = 0.5 \), and \( \xi = 0.75 \)) and three cases of synergistic epistatic landscapes of increasing convexity (\( \xi = 1.25 \), \( \xi = 1.5 \), and \( \xi = 1.75 \)) [see Fig. 1(a)].

Figure 5 shows the dependence of the critical mutation rate per bit (\( \mu^c \)) involving the extinction of the master genomic strands (assumed to occur when \( \mu^c = 10^{-3} \)) as the sign and intensity of epistasis \( \xi \) change both for the SMR and the GR modes of replication. The central panels show that such a critical mutation rate is strongly dependent on synergistic epistasis. The vertical dashed line corresponds to the null model of additive mutational effects. Irrespective of the mode of replication, the qualitative relationship between \( \mu^c \) and epistasis was similar: increases in the strength of antagonistic epistasis (i.e., moving from the no-epistasis case to lower \( \xi \) values) had little effect on \( \mu^c \). By contrast, as epistasis increases from weak to strong synergisms \( \mu^c \) grows exponentially. For a given epistasis value, \( \mu^c \) estimated is always larger for SMR than for GR for the entire range of \( \xi \) here evaluated (approximately from twofold to ninefold, see scales in the ordinate axes of the central panels in Fig. 5). These results suggest that \( \mu^c \) is moderately sensitive to changes in the strength of antagonistic epistasis but that it dramatically increases as epistasis becomes more and more synergistic.

As mentioned above, the negative correlation between epistasis and the strength of mutations means that simple individual genomes dominated by antagonistic epistasis must be very fragile to the effect of point mutations. This fragility means that individual mutant genomes have low fitness and natural selection is very efficient removing them from populations. As a consequence, genomes carrying low mutational loads disappear from the population at lower \( \mu^c \) values as shown in the composition of the quasispecies displayed in the left column of Fig. 5. This population robustness effect allows increasing \( \mu^c \) up to the point at which it is not possible anymore to produce mutation-free progeny from the master template. By contrast, increasing synergistic epistasis means that the pernicious effect of multiple mutations goes beyond the multiplicative expectation and thus that individual mutant genomes show low fitness. If these low-fitness individuals are unable of replicating, hard selection turns on and the population shrinks in size. As population size reduces, genetic drift becomes a more important force that speeds up the fixation of deleterious alleles. This positive feedback between high mutation rate, low fitness, and reduced population size is known as the mutational meltdown and drives populations toward extinction.

Another interesting result can be highlighted from these analyses: SMR is compatible with \( \mu^c \) values one order of magnitude or larger than GR. In other words, by choosing a SMR, viruses may increase their population robustness. In fact, the combination of SMR and antagonistic epistasis ensures that not only individuals of higher fitness compose the population but also that the number of mutations per indi-
individual genome remains low. To further explore the effect of the two modes of replication on the population mutational load, we have characterized the effect of \( \mu_b \) and \( \xi \) for both replicative strategies on the frequency of mutation-free genomes and in the number of mutation per genome and its standard deviation (Fig. 6). As just mentioned above, Fig. 6(a) shows that the number of mutation-free genomes declines as \( \mu_b \) increases, although the frequency is systematically higher if epistasis is synergistic. As outlined above, the effect of epistasis is strongly influenced by the mode of replication, being smaller for SMR [Fig. 6(a)] than for GR [Fig. 6(b)]. Similarly, the number of mutations per genome (and its variability) increases with \( \mu_b \) and is larger for antagonistic than for synergistic epistasis. SMR produces less mutated genomes [compare both three-dimensional (3D) plots in the left column of Fig. 6]. For example, with \( \mu_b=0.08 \) and \( \xi=0.5 \), the mean number of mutations per genome in the SMR is approximately 6. However, under same parameter values of mutation and epistasis, GR produces, on average, 14 mutations.

Finally, the variance in the number of mutations per genome is systematically larger for viruses with GR than for viruses with a SMR strategy. This is true even when comparing situations where the average number of mutations is the same for both replication strategies. To achieve a similar variance, the SMR always requires higher mutation rates, as it is displayed in the 3D plots of Fig. 6 (second column; note that the \( \mu_b \)-axis scale is different between GR and SMR). Therefore, we can conclude that GR produces populations that have more mutations per genome and show more genetic variability than SMR.

VI. DISCUSSION

The role of epistasis in the genetic makeup of populations is a central point in evolutionary biology and tremendous efforts have been devoted to evaluate the presence and impact of epistasis in populations of diverse organisms. However, the inherent differences in complexity across biological systems had precluded drawing general rules about whether a certain type of epistasis was dominant. The results here reviewed suggest that despite specific pairs of mutations can engage into unpredictable interactions, antagonistic epistases are the rule in RNA virus genomes. This antagonistic epistasis appears as a consequence of individual mutations having a large negative impact in the fitness of individual genomes (i.e., large fragility). Interestingly, this individual fragility implies that populations may keep a relatively high fitness; higher than if synergistic epistasis would dominate RNA genetic architecture. This, in combination with a stamping machine mode of replication at high mutation rate, allows viral populations to produce genetic variability without incurring in excessive mutational loads that otherwise will drive populations to extinction.

The question that is now open is what selective forces may have been operating in RNA viruses that associate antagonistic epistasis with a stamping machine mode of replication. If mutational robustness is itself a selectable trait, then natural selection would choose SMR over GR and antagonistic over synergistic epistasis. However, since robustness may jeopardize evolvability by buffering the effect of beneficial mutations, whether robustness is a selectable trait or a side effect of stabilizing selection on other traits has
been an open debate,\textsuperscript{62} although recent studies with digital organisms\textsuperscript{63} and with population genetics model\textsuperscript{64} suggest that, indeed, mutational robustness may bolster adaptation at the long run. Given the fast replication rates of RNA viruses and the large number of generations typical in viral lineages, time may not be a serious problem for achieving robustness.

However, the dominance of antagonistic epistasis in RNA virus genomes is not shared by other biological systems, where other types of epistasis have been widely described. Nonetheless, Sanjuán and Elena\textsuperscript{65} unified all these discrepant observations into a single model that involved genome complexity, robustness, and epistasis into a common picture. These authors found a negative correlation between the sign and strength of epistasis and genome complexity: simple genomes were dominated by antagonistic epistasis but as genome complexity increased, epistasis shifted to synergistic. Increasing genome complexity by means of genetic and functional redundancy increases robustness against mutations: a redundant copy may buffer the effect of a mutation affecting a given function. The negative association between mutational effects and epistasis forces the latter to move toward synergisms as mutational effects are reduced.

As a concluding remark, we can say that despite their genomic simplicity, RNA viruses have proved to be good experimental and theoretical models for studying epistasis and their impact on evolutionary dynamics. The combination of experiments with modeling has been proved to be a successful combination to better understand the dynamics of these important pathogens.
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